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ABSTRACT 

On+ and O6 + ions were stored in LEAR [ l] during a machine 
experiment session. The aim was to obtain some hints on the lifetime 
of heavy ion beams in a good cooling ring vacuum, and to test cool- 
ing and stacking of ions. 

Stochastic cooling was used to compensate the beam decay due 
to multiple scattering on the residual gas, which is the most important 
effect on lifetime. An equilibrium momentum spread of less than 
Sr 10e4 was measured thus proving the efficiency of stochastic cooling 
for multiply charged ions. With the vacuum conditions of LEAR 
(2.6*10~i2Torr gauge reading with a residual gas of 90% Hz), mea- 
sured beam lifetimes are 25 minutes for 06’ at 7.2 MeV/u and 600 
minutes for 0s + at 11.5 MeV/u. 

These nmnbers set favorable limits for low energy ion storage 
rings. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A machine experiment session was performed with 0” and Ob* 
beams in LEAR, profiting from the availability of these ions from 
LINAC I [2]. These studies were prepared in collaboration with the 
MPI - Heidelberg and GSI-Darmstadt who are commissioning 
heavy ion storage rings, and with the lead ion project group at 
CERN, which is interested in the feasibility of a low energy accumula- 
tor and in the measurement of charge exchange cross - sections. 

Stochastic cooling was used to compensate beam decay due to 
multiple scattering on the residual gas. This is the Srst time that 
heavy ions have been stochastically cooled. The low injected beam 
current ( about 5pA of 0” or Obf ions) made it difficult to perform 
some operations which were routinely done on p+ and p beams, 
such as orbit and tune measurements, or absolute current monitoring. 
However, the relative change in current could be deduced from the 
longitudinal Schottky scans. In this way, the beam lifetimes were 
measured under various conditions and longitudinal stochastic cooling 
could be set up. Transverse stochastic cooling was put on “bliiidly”, 
using nominal computed settings and observing the improvement of 
the beam lifetime. 
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2. OS+ TESTS 

2.1 Beam properties. 

Oaf ions were delivered by the LINAC I at 147.4 MeV/c/nucleon 
(11.5 MeVinucleon kinetic energy), corresponding to the magnetic 
field needed for 294.9 MeV/c protons. The measured momentum 
spread was Ap/p z +~.O%J just after injection. The number of coast- 
ing particles was estimated to be about 4.01 106. 

2.2 Lifetime measurements and stochastic cooling. 

Initial beam lifetime measurements indicated a lifetime of 200 to 250 
minutes. After stochastic cooling was tuned (Figure 1) the lifetime 
rose to 600 minutes. Only short time was available for the experiment 
and the adjustment of the cooling system was delicate due to the low 
beam intensity, but we believe that in the conditions where 600 min- 
utes were measured, was the transverse cooling correctly adjusted to 
eliminate beam heating mechanisms. 

2.3 Multi -injection. 

Some multi- injection tests were performed with O* + . The coasting 
beam is first bunched on harmonic 1, then harmonic 2. The first har- 
monic is then decreased, and the bunched beam occupies one of two 
2nd-harmonic buckets, the second being empty. A beam is then 
injected in the empty bucket, using the coasting bunch signal to syn- 
chronise the injection kicker magnet. After injection, the beam is adia- 
batically debunched and strong momentum cooling is applied for a 
couple of minutes, before the whole process can be resumed. 
Although a noticeable current increase indicated that the principle 
worked, the kicker synchronisation was not stable enough to increase 
the intensity with stacking by more than a factor 4, because of the 
weak coasting bunch signal. 

3. 06+ TESTS 

3.1 Beam properties. 

06+ ions were delivered at 115.6 MeV/cjnucleon (7.2 McVinucleon 
kinetic energy) by the LINAC I, corresponding to the magnetic field 
needed for 308.4 MeV/c protons (almost the usual momentum that 50 
MeV protons have - 308.6 MeV/c). The momentum spread and cur- 
rent were the same as for 0s *. 

3.2 Lifetime measurements and stochastic cooling. 

Depending on cooling conditions, the measured lifetime was between 
19 and 25 minutes (Figure 2). It is remarkable that, as for On+ the 
momentum cooling was quite efficient, reducing the initial momen- 
tum spread to 0.5% in 4 minutes (Figure 3). 
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3.3 Multi-injection. 

With the same principle as used for Os+, but using the first RF har- 
monic to drive the kicker synchronisation (Figure 4), it was possible 
to inject 20 shots, leading to a factor 10 increase in intensity (Figure 
5). 

4. VACUUM CONDITIONS 

The results of the gas analysis performed at three different locations in 
the machine can be found in Table 1 [3]. The average pressure 
deduced from the gas analysis was 6.I* lo- “Torr. The average preis; 
sure measured on the gauges alI around the machine was 2.6, lo- 
Tot-r (uncorrected). The gauges readings corrected with the average 
gas composition is included in Table 2 [3]. The corresponding cor- 
rected average is 4.5r 10 ~“Torr. 

5. ESTIM.4TION OF THE CHARGE - EXCHANGE 
CROSS-SECTIONS 

At the pressure of 5.0*10- “Torr (Si,equivalcnt for scattering) as 
deduced from Table 1, the multiple scattering lifetime (emittancc 
inczase by l@rmm.mrad) for 0 ‘+ ions at 145 l\?eV/c is estimated to 
be at least 500 minutes. Iience the observed decay constant of 
200 - 250 minutes probably includes other loss mechanisms, whereas 
the value of 600 minutes, obtained with ‘good machine conditions” 
could in principle include multiple scattering and/or charge exchange, 
thus setting a lower limit of 600 minutes to the latter effect. 

For 06+ at 115 MeV/c the expected multiple scattering lifetime 
is again at least 500 minutes and the observed 25 minutes decay time 
is in all probability dominated by charge exchange. For the residual 
gas pressure of 5r 10~‘2Torr (nz1.9+10’ molecuks/cm3), the total 

charge exchange cross - section (cr = L) to fit the measurements is 
r&c 

o=3rlO 2"cm2 for OS* (s=j.6*104s;B=0.156), ando= “cm* 
for O4 _ (r = 1.5+10’s, p=O.121). Both values arc lower than those 
obtained from [4] which, assuming pure II, as residual gas. yields 
o= 1.5r10 19cm2 for 08+ and a=5.0*10~‘Bcmz for 06+ under the 
conditions of the experiment. It should be mentioned however that 
[4] only deals with ions heavier than oxygen. On the other hrmd, 
Schlachtcr’s formula [S] for fully stripped ions leads to a much lower 
cross-section for 0” (0 = 5* 10-zLCm ‘) for the gas composition giv- 
en in Table 1. 
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Table I: Results from gas analysis with mass spec- / 
trometer. 

[II 
RGA 103 

Molecule Percentage Partial prrssure(Torr) 
112 87.6 3 1:‘; 1 c, 1 2 
He 2. 8 1.()“lcl-” 
CHI, 7.4 2.6"1c,-" 

NZ 1.5 ;./+“l*-‘b 
Ar 0.7 2.&“10-‘4 
Total 100 j.j:‘:10-‘2 

RCA 301 

MOlk?CUlC PFl-C?:ltFl>;? 

112 87.r 
c111, i 0 
II*0 4.0 

N2 6.0 

Total 100 

RGA 402 

Molecule 
112 
CH 
1;,; 
NZ 
Tctel 

AVERAGE 

Molecule 
112 
H P 
ClI& 
H*O 
N 2 

Prrcrntagr 
87.01 

0.54 

5.91 

7. &6 

3.94 

Ar 0.13 

Total 100 

P~rCCTltC3~P Part ial prcssure(Torr) 
‘14.4 j _i.,.: 10 12 
2.55 1 .y”lC- 13 
1.24 7 ()n 1 Q 1 h 
1.42 h ()i’C I(] ’ 4 
130 j.6Qlo-‘J 

Partial prcssurc(‘I‘orr) 
7 7 .‘i 1 :) 1 * 
6 h’i 7 LL ‘) 1 3 
?.s;‘::3-” 
6,0?:10-” 
9,3+:0-‘2 

Partial ~rcsaurc (Tort-) 
j.3?‘<10-‘2 
3.3:‘:10-‘4 
Li,b;:lo-l” 
1,j:‘r1(j-‘3 
n -. 4:‘; , (‘, 1 3 

8.0-i10-‘5 
h.:‘:,c,-‘z 

Table 2: Corrected reading of the machine gauss. 
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Figwe I: cooling of 0s * beam. Momentum distribu- 
tion after injection and after 4 minutes of 
stochastic cooling. The vertical scale is the 
square root of the particle density, the hori- 
zontal SC& is the beam momentum 
@p/p= SrlO~‘/div). 

I~‘tI’lm? 2 : Lifetime of O6 + beam. Evolution of the 
momentum distribution during the lifetime 
measurement process (19 minutes). 

Momentum cooling of CF+ ions. Same as 1 
Figure I, but horizontal SC& is 
Apip = 2.5 10 -*/div. 

Figwe 4: O6 + Multi-injection. The upper trace is the 
kicker signal, the lower trace is a sum pick- 
up signal. Before the injection, one can set 
the short bunch every two second harmonic 
bucket. After the injection, the gap is 6Ued by 
the incoming beam. 
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Figwe S: Multi- injection of 20 O6 I shots: momcn- 
turn phase space. The lower trace corre- 
sponds to the first injection, the middle one 
to the IOth, the upper one to the 20th. The 
maximum intensity is reached after 20 shots. 
The intensity increase factor is of the order of 
10 (the spectrum analyser output is propor- 
tional to the square root of the intensity). 
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